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The Green Children of Woolpit

The legend of the green children of Woolpit concerns two children of green skin colour
who reportedly appeared in the village of Woolpit in Suffolk, England, some time in the
12th century.

The children, brother and sister, were of generally normal appearance except for the
green colour of their skin. 

The children would not eat any food presented to them but appeared starving. Eventually,
the villagers brought round recently harvested beans, which the children devoured. They
survived only on beans for many months until they acquired a taste for bread.
The boy became sick and soon succumbed to illness and died, while the girl remained in
good health and eventually lost her green-tinged skin. She learned how to speak English
and reported that she and her brother came from the “Land of Saint Martin”, where there
was no sun, but a perpetual twilight, and all the inhabitants were green like them. She
described another ‘luminous’ land that could be seen across a river.
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The children would not eat any food presented to
them but appeared starving. Eventually, the
villagers brought round recently harvested beans,
which the children devoured.

Some people speculated that this lack of a
varied diet is what led the children to appear
green, as the modern understanding we have for
what we need to eat to be healthy was not known
yet. Perhaps the children came from somewhere
where lots of beans were grown and that was
what they were used to.

It seems a strange choice of a food to live off! If
you decided to only eat one food, what would it
be? Would you choose something healthy to look
after yourself, or maybe decide to go all-out and
live off chocolate cake?

The Mystery of the Children
The Green Children of Woolpit is an
intriguing legend, that has made many people
wonder about the children's origins. 

Where do you think they could have come
from? Could they be aliens, fairies, or
something different? Perhaps the whole story
is made up? We will never know for sure, you
can write your best guess below.

DISCUSSION ACTIVITY

The story of the Green Children of Woolpit
has similarities with folk tales. Can you name
some?

A few examples are Hansel and Gretal, The
Little Mermaid, Snow White and the Seven
Dwarves, and Rumpelstiltskin. They all have
unusual beings from imaginary worlds.
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Woolpit is a village in Suffolk, England, near to Bury
St. Edmunds. The village can date it's history back to
the 10th century, when it belonged to Ulfcytel
Snillingr, an Anglo-Saxon nobleman.

The legend of The Green Children of Woolpit is still
what the village is most known for, and has been a
theme for research and investigation for many years.

Woolpit is also well known for it's parish church, St
Marys, which is particularly well preserved and still
has it's medieval roof. Until the Reformation the
church housed a richly adorned statue of the Virgin
Mary known as "Our Lady of Woolpit", which was an
object of veneration and pilgrimage, perhaps as early
as about 1211.

ABOUT THE STORY

The Origins

Woolpit

Many theories have been put forward to explain
the story of the children. One proposal for their
green colouring is that the children were suffering
from Hypochromic Anemia, originally known as
Chlorosis.

Some suggest the children were Flemish orphans,
possibly from a nearby place known as Fornham
St. Martin, which was separated from Woolpit by
the River Lark. A number of Flemish immigrants
had arrived during the 12 th Century, and lived
nearby.

Robert Burton in the 17th century speculated that
the green children "fell from Heaven", leading
others to speculate that the children may have
been aliens from another world.



QUICK ACTIVITY 5

Woolpit Word Search
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8MAKING ACTIVITY

Alien Face Mask
Materials:

 
Scissors

Glue
Pens or paints

Small decorations
Things like feathers

Lolly stick to hold it up
Optional:

Glow in the dark paint!

Instructions:
 

Photocopy the templates on
the next page, onto card is

best.
 

Decorate the face mask in
the colours you think an alien

would be. Add decorations
and detail to make it vivid.
Cut out the mask and eye

holes.
Affix a stick as a handle.

Ideas:
 

This is a great opportunity
for a funny photo-shoot! You
could dress up too. Add long
decorations to the mask like
tendrils and tissue paper to

be like alien hair or
tentacles. Long bits of rope
or wool are good for this

effect.
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Template



Thank you for taking part in our Tall Tales session.
Write down your thoughts about your experience
taking part here:

Thank you for taking part!

My Thoughts


